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TPALS meeting - May 13, 2020 
Preparing Candidates for edTPA in age of COVID-19 
(Questions were asked to faculty; responses were collected via Google doc) 
 

1. What kinds of things are you thinking about doing with your candidates to prepare them 
for edTPA in fall 2020 that are DIFFERENT than what you’ve done in the past?  

 
● Front loading some support to compensate for their lack of experience in this 

Spring semester.  
● TESL is changing the Task 2 and 3 practice tasks. Rather than practicing in a 

face to face class, they will screen-capture a synchronous online lesson and 
collect work samples (from the assessments) while online. The issue that is to be 
worked out is whether or not that will happen with “real” k-12 kids or simulated 
with candidates (classmates) in the courses standing in as the students.  

● TESL is also looking at how to re-support the candidates from the Spring who did 
not practice Tasks 2-3 due to clinical waivers. This will be an issue while they are 
student teaching.  

● What Joan typed above for me! 
● Breaking down task 3 by each prompt.  Front loading the assignments early.  
● Getting familiar with the virtual edTPA option in case this is what our students will 

have to complete vs. what we have been doing. 
● For B-K, we have to really look at our rubrics and the rubrics being used for 

edTPA and come up with some consistency but also discuss how we can show 
consistency in how we are teaching the tasks (what is working, what isn’t, what 
can we do to mediate) 

● Task 3- Started late spring and continuing in summer- GCT- looking at samples 
of student work and focusing on feedback, assessment, rubric design, then using 
that assessment to work backwards into lesson design  

● Tasks 1, 2, and 3- seeing explicit connections between academic supports 
(rubric 4) and evidence of use of them (rubric 14)  

● Focus more on Rubric 7 and 9--Task 2 showing more exemplars 
● Need to think about Residency starting early on edTPA IF POSSIBLE 
● Our B-K faculty is pretty new so we could use more training in edTPA. 

● AGREED!  
 

2. What would be helpful to you in preparing your candidates for edTPA in the “age of 
COVID”?  
 

● Any type of virtual models that we can use. Mock classroom data to use if 
needed? 

○ What do faculty already have in place that can be shared?  
● Training around virtual supports 
● TESL is looking for CE options who will be teaching online and can host 

candidates online. Everyone needs to practice with real online instruction. TESL 
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is also looking at how to amend Task 1 practice to plan for online instruction that 
ensures students are interacting with digital tools rather than “working on 
worksheets” while they are online.  

● Agreed, any type of virtual modules to support our students’ success on edTPA 
would be most helpful. It looks like it will be a virtual world for awhile. 

● Virtual supports  
● Our B-K undergrads really missed out on a lot of clinical experience this 

semester, so any videos/virtual classrooms/etc will be helpful (sloan) 
● Grad cert students in B-K need more support too  

 
3. What are your thoughts on summer prep sessions for fall 2020 student teachers related to 
edTPA? Would you be willing to assist with these (all virtual and optional for candidates?)  
 

● Willing to help- 
● ELED - Drew, Jean, Debra, Mitch, and Erik 
● MDSK- 
● B-K - Sloan, Kristi   
● SPED-  

 
● Excellent idea for B-K. Will residency folks be in summer coursework?- residency folks 

should be  Would be willing to help but I have to sit on the bench for 6 months.(Sue)’ 
● Agreed for B-K! Our students are really wanting a separate bootcamp/seminar/etc that 

would allow them to understand edTPA outside of coursework. (Sloan) 
○ This is particularly necessary! It might help to go through the rubrics and talk 

about them as a group (what do you think this means, what is needed) - I think 
much gets lost in the interpretation of things.  

○ Might be able to get former ST in to help.  
● Kelly Anderson: This would be great because I think they will be stressed given what has 

occurred this spring so having summer prep sessions may help reduce some stress and 
give them focus. Maybe some of this prep could focus on ‘basics’ reading the handbook, 
getting familiar with the glossary, evidence chart, etc. just getting organized to work. 
Maybe sounds too simplistic but I think they need guidance with this. 

 
 Target -- Target areas of need based on data from past students 

Target areas based on practice tasks  
Give them samples to analyze and unpack themselves  
Focus on good teaching not just commentary writing  
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4. What other possibilities should we all be thinking about related to this issue?  
 

● How early can task one be done?  Task three cannot be done until after task 1 is 
completed by the student.  This slows down the process. 

● Covid-19’s impact on our schools - students getting sick and/or their family 
members. How best to support them during the pandemic and have a plan for 
those that truly need an extension beyond the student teaching semester 

● Our candidates will have to pay for their submissions starting in fall. 
● How best to keep communication going b/w instructors  
● Need to still focus on what has led to success and adapt not start over and throw 

everything out  


